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New Paradigm for LHC Users

 Collaboration size ~ 5 times the Tevatron experiments
 Requires huge resources, money, manpower
 Long life span of the experiment ~ 30 years
 Enormous data rate - 10,000 copies/sec of Encyclopaedia Britannica

 Users located worldwide
 Significant numbers of scientists not co-located at  CERN

 Located  individual institutions or grouped regionally
 Possible financial and logistic constraints to not to be at CERN
 Larger distances and large time differences

 Highly distributed environment for 
 Computing (Grid) 
 Physics analysis
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Challenges
 Engage the collaboration discovery potential and 

    maximize physics output

 How to quickly come up to a level to contribute to physics

 CMS has a complex computing environment
 The tools to do physics are non-trivial
 Most of time the problem is not lack of information but to find and access it

 Users come from different backgrounds 
 Language and culture
 Varied Physics and Computing skills
 Know-how & facilities

       Needs Organized Training

To meet the challenge CMS Experiment has invested early on in training its Users
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5 day school
10% lectures 
90% hands on

Analysis of collision data

>1000 students trained 

1st school 2010 at Fermilab LPC

16 schools held in 7 years
 Fermilab, CERN, Pisa, Bari, DESY,

      Taipei, Seoul, Kolkata

Genesis: JTERM physics school
at FNAL LPC (2006-2009) 90%
lectures (prior to data taking) 

http://lpc.fnal.gov/programs/schools-workshops/cmsdas.shtml

http://lpc.fnal.gov/programs/schools-workshops/cmsdas.shtml
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The student groups present their work 
and compete for the “first prize” 
judged by panel of senior CMS physicists

Mini-symposium
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Feedback
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a Lot of Other Hands on Training
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Physics Analysis Toolkit (PAT) Tutorial
5-day Tutorials 15 in total since 2009,

at CERN
trained > 500 students 

http://cylindricalonion.web.cern.ch/blog/201407/gateway-cms-physics-analysis

http://cylindricalonion.web.cern.ch/blog/201407/gateway-cms-physics-analysis
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https://cdcvs.fnal.gov/redmine/projects/fnal-soft-school-summer-2014
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Hands-on Advance Tutorial Session
Only at Fermilab LPC
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LHC Physic Centers
Training Hubs and Centers of Excellence
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Conclusion
 As CMS / LHC Experiments / HEP enters challenging times in future in 

terms of Software, Computing, Upgrade and with big and diverse 
collaborations, one cannot emphasize more the importance of training 
the user community

 The training will not only help meet challenges but also prepare the users 
for careers outside academia

 CMS training model has been very well noticed appreciated by our 
funding agency and can serve as good role model

 CMS training Model has succeeded due to support and willingness from 
hundreds of its users in training its younger generation  

 Collaborative effort is the key to the success 

 S2I2 (Scientific Software Innovation Institute) efforts can empower current 
and future workforce (HEP User community is part of it ) by training them 
essential skills to use and develop software


